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Sadly, no one has
tried to buy our souls
during the course of
this project…

Magic angle
effects (MAE)
are wellrecognized in
MSK MR
imaging.
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Increased
signal is seen
in ligaments
and tendons
angled near
54.7° from the
main Bo field

Bo

54.7°
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θ ∈ {54.7∘,125.3∘,234.7∘,305.3∘}

We created a
computerbased
simulator to
teach our
residents
about magic
angle effects.

users can vary
TE and tissue
T2 with these
sliders

users can vary
TE and tissue
T2 with these
sliders
and immediately
see changes in
signal intensity
as a function
of angle to B0

and also immediately see
how this would look in a
simulated ankle tendon

HOWEVER
the findings in
our simulated
tendon were
MUCH more
pronounced than
we expected

after checking
our math, we
realized that we
had to adjust
our beliefs about
MAE

Survey population:

we decided to
survey other
MSK
radiologists to
see if they
shared our
previous
misconceptions
about MAE

Survey
population:

31
replies

Please
compare
your own
answers to
everyone
else’s

members of the
Society of
Academic Bone
Radiologists
(SABR)

+ 6 non-SABR
fellows

Survey
questions:

4
questions
posed on
MAE

Q1. The magic
angle effect can
be seen in which
of these pulse
sequences?

Q1. The magic
angle effect can
be seen in which
of these pulse
sequences?

Answer: Magic
angle effects
can be seen in
ALL of these
sequences!

Any pulse
sequence with a
T2 decay term
can exhibit magic
angle effect.

Q2. Which of these
parameters has the
most effect on the
magic angle effect?

Q2. Which of these
parameters has the
most effect on the
magic angle effect?

Answer: For most current
clinical MSK MR sequences,
only TE has a significant
effect on magic angle effect.
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Definitely changes with angle to Bo
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T2 term usually swamped by TE term

Q3. Magic angle effect
can be seen in which of
these MSK tissues or
structures?
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otherwise, it’s just TE

Q3. Magic angle effect
can be seen in which of
these MSK tissues or
structures?

lots of parallel
collagen in these
tissues

Answer: Magic
angle effect can
be seen clinically
in ALL of these
tissues EXCEPT
muscle and
cortical bone.

lots of parallel
collagen in
peripheral nerves

lots of parallel
collagen in
peripheral nerves

MAE in peripheral
nerves may
exceed that in
tendons

Bo

entheses are a
special case

collagen in
body of
tendon has
parallel &
linear
orientation

max magic
angle effect
seen with
tendon
near 54.7°

Bo

collagen in
enthesis
has a
“basketweave”
orientation

Bo

54.7°

some fibers
are almost
guaranteed
to be near
magic angle

Bo

how then
can one R/O
tendinosis
in an
enthesis??

54.7°
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MAE

TR/TE =
1959/30

TR/TE =
1959/30

Q4. Over what range of
angles can one expect to
see significant magic angle
effect?
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exponentially with

TE

TR/TE =
2090/80

Q4. Over what range of
angles can one expect to
see significant magic angle
effect?

How do you
define
significant??

Q4. Over what range of
angles can one expect to
see significant magic angle
effect?

Answer: With short TE (~ 7 msec),
significant (defined as full-width at half
max) magic angle effect can be seen
over a range of about 35° - 75°.

FWHM = full-width at half max

Answer: With short TE (~ 7 msec),
significant (defined as full-width at half
max) magic angle effect can be seen
over a range of about 35° - 75°.

CONCLUSION
MSK radiologists
tend to underestimate
the variety of
situations in which
significant magic angle
effects may be seen.
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Run our magic angle simulator
on your own computer

http://uwmsk.org/jupyter/

Run our magic angle simulator
on your own computer
This simulator (and others) were written
using the free, open-source, Jupyter
scientific notebook system.
Feel free to download this and our other
radiology notebooks at:

http://uwmsk.org/jupyter/
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